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“Physiology is the study of the dynamics of life”
Walter Boron

I am a physiologist!



Defecit = an excess of expenditure or liabilities over income or assets in a given period

A BlalockW Shoemaker



Kumar and Parrillo defined shock as the

‘‘state in which profound and widespread reduction of 

effective tissue perfusion

leads first to reversible,  and then if prolonged, 
to irreversible cellular injury”

.’’

Kumar A, Parrillo JE. Shock: pathophysiology, classification and approach to
management. In: Parrillo JE, Dellinger RP, editors. Critical care medicine: principles of 
diagnosis and management in the adult. St. Louis (MO): Mosby Publications; 2001. p. 
371–420



Shock is a state in which the circulation is unable 
to deliver sufficient oxygen to meet the demands 
of the tissues, resulting in cellular dysfunction.







What is tissue perfusion?



The main function of red blood cells is to 
transport oxygen to the tissue cells..

Of all oxygen in 
blood~97% is
bound to Hb and 
~3% bound to serum





First direct visualizations of the microcirculation in  
human internal organs using OPS/SDF imaging.

Groner et al. (1999) Nature Med 5:1209
Mathura et al. (2001) The Lancet 58:1698        
Spronk et al. (2001) The Lancet 360:1395
Pennings et al. (2004) Stroke 35:1284
Meidema et al (2009) N Engl J Med 360:

Brain tumours

before HV

Subarachnoid hemh. cortex

Leukemia

before and after chemotherapy

after HV



Orthogonal Spectral (OPS) imaging Sidestream dark field (SDF) imaging

Incident dark field (IDF) imaging                                                                                            Incident dark field (IDF) 
plus O2 saturation imaging

Imaging the Microcirculation 

Physiology at the Bedside

PROTOTYPE



Space time diagrams allow quantitative measurement of red blood cell velocity



D x A ( cappO2 - mitpO2)
VO2 = 

_____________________________

L             
Where   

VO2

Convection (flow) and Diffusion (functional capillary density) 
rate limit oxygen transport to the tissues.

heart failure normal diffusion  low convection
hemodilution large diffusion distance normal convection 



Differential diagnosis

Nature Research Communication & Biology 2019 Jun 19;2:217





tissue  RBC perfusion (tRBCp)



Lack of correlation between cardiac output 
(CO) and red blood cell (RBC) velocity in 
patients with septic shock



Critical Care (2015) 19:S8

Hemodynamic Coherence is when 
correction of the systemic hemodynamic  
Results in a parallel improvement in the 
microcirculation. 

Loss of Hemodynamic Coherence
is when there is a disassociation of systemic 
Hemodynamics from the microcirculation



Health



Sepsis







Vasoplegia following cardiac surgery



COVID 2



administration of 500 ml of fluids may acutely 
decrease the Hb concentration by about 1 g/dl, 
or about 8% 



Hemodilution in pigs increases tissue RBC velocity at the expense of 
tissue RBC perfusion (tRBCp) calculated using MicroTools.





RBC

The effect of blood transfusion on sub-lingual 
microcirculatory Hb concentration measured by reflectance 
spectrophotometry during on-pump cardiac  surgery, 

Microcirculatory hemoglobin measurements after blood tranfusion in CABG patient
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The only effective way in increasing 
oxygen content in the microcirculation 
is by a blood transfusion.



Transfusion (2010) 51(5):961-7.

Results show that blood transfusion s improve oxygen tranport by reducing 
diffusion distances and not by augmenting convection.



microcirculatory density

weight





SVDFT

Low CVPDFT
furosamide
nitroglycerine

Low CVP guided fluid therapy has better tRBCp than SV 
guided fluid therapy in abdominal surgery

Uz Z, Jongerius I, Shen L, Mungroop T, Veelo D, van Gulik T, Ince C

Intestinal tRBC
lower after surgery SVDFT 

Intestinal tRBC
unchanged during low-CVPDFT

Sublingual tRBC
unchanged after 24 hours

Sublingual tRBC
lower after surgery SVDFT

The cumulative fluid balance was >higher in the SVDFT (+620±760 ml) 
group than in the  loCVPDFT (-200±560 ml) group, p <0.01).



Introducing

powered by MicroTools

Dual-wave length ratio imaging 
allows visualization of 

microcirculatory Hb oxygen 
saturation images

Embedded 
MicroTools-AI

for identification
of disease

International database for 
Machine Learning 

The microcirculation network 

Better image quality with
blue illumination

Embedded automatic
Microtools AI analysis

clinically validated quantitative 
microcirculatory values Microcirculation alterations in critically ill COVID-19 

patients analyzed using artificial intelligence; Critical Care 
(2022) 26:311 

PROTOTYPE







Thank you for your attention.


